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Abstract

Wc construct index pairings of Dirac operators with K-cycles coming from the
Higson corona of a cmllplete lliClllannian lllaIufold. We produce operators of Callias
type and compute their index as far as possible. Areal construction using Clifford
indices leads to obstructions against the existence of lnetrics with certain positivity
propcrtics of thc scalar curvature in a given quasi-ismlletry dass.
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There are severallnethods known to produee a Fredholm operator starting with a Dirae
operator on a eOlnplete Riemannian manifold M acting on sections of a Clifford bundle
S -+ M. A very easy one is to add a suitable bundle endomorphism <I> E r(M, End(S)).
Adding such a <I> should have the effect of shifting away the essential spectrum such that
B := D + <P has a gap at zero. We eaIl such endolllorphisms adlnissiblc. If S has a
Z2-grading by Z and deg cI> = 1 then B has a weIl defined index

ind B = tTker BZ.

It takes into aceount the geometry of DasweIl as thc behaviour of cI> at infinity. EspeciaIly
in the odd-dimensional ease the index of B vanishes if D is itself Fredholill. Thus ind B
depends on the properties of thc essential spectrum of D near zero. There should be a
relation to seat tcring indices as considered by Borisov/ Müllcr/ Schrader in [4]. <P ean be
defonned on eonlpact subsets of AI without ehanging the index of B. If cI>.is boundedly
invertible then ind B = O.

Operators of thc fonn B + <I> are often ealled operators of Callias type beeause of the
special ease eonsidcred by CaIlias in [9]. Besides the problenl how to find an admissible
<I> Olle is confronted with the questiou of conlputing the index of B. At a first glance it
seeUlS hopelcss to have a general effective lnethod to do this if one takes into accout aIl
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the diffieulties of index theory on open manifolds. But it turns out that there is in fact a
rather effeetive aod surprisingly easy method for eomputing ind B. All the infonnation
on the index of B is contained in a tubular neighbourhood of a compact hypersurfaee
N C M eutting off the part where 4> is illvertible. Thus the computation ean be reduced
to an index eomputation on a eompact manifold. In the example of Callias there is
A1 = Rn and ind B is expressed as the index of a Dirac operator D v on a large sphere
5n- 1 C Rn twisted with a bundle of the positive eigenveetors of 4> on sn-I. Callias result
has been generalized by Anghel [1][2] to manifolds with cylinder like-ends where of course
N becon1cs the cylinder basc. Another exalnple is'Roe's index theorem for partitioned
manifolds [23] which has a refonnulation in tern1S of operators of Callias type by Higson
[15].

All the exalnples mentiolled above start initially with a Dirac operator on an ungraded
Clifford bundle E -+ A1. The grading enters later by forming Inatrices. They give non
trivial results on odd-din1ensional manifolds. It turns out that there is an even-dimensional
counterpart of the theory which in fact starts with Z2-graded Dirac operators.

In the prescnt paper we deal with the problen1 of finding admissible endomorphisms <l
and with thc computation of ind B. It will ttun out the somehow 1110St general q. ean be
construeted out of finite K-classes of the boundary ahM of a c01npactification !VI of M.
This compactification has been introduced by Higson [14] and has been described in [24].
ahM is called the Higson corona. It is the spectru1n of the C"-algebra Cg ( M) / Co(M)
where Cg(AIJ) is the C*-subalgebra of C(M) gellerated by the smooth bounded fUllctions
with vanishillg gradient at il1fillity. Finite K-theory Kj(ahM) is generated by unitary
n1atrices (* = 1) 01' projections (* = 0) in C(ahM) ® Mat(N) for N > O. It C01ues
out that constructing cI> anel taking the index of B := D + <I> gives a homomorphism
u : !<J(OhM) -+ Z when D is ungraded and g : !(k}(OhM) -+ Z if D is graded. We will
also give alllore general interpretation of these Inaps taking the K-homology content of
D into account.

The 1uaps 'll and gare closely related to two other constructions; naluely the spectral
flow pairing s : !<~ (M) --+ Z (constructed wi th an ungraded operator) and the relative
index pairing l' : 1<2(M) --+ Z (construeted with a graded Dirac operator). All these maps
fit illto the following C01nn1utative diagran1 which consists of the thc long exact sequence
of complex K-theory associated to the short exact sequence of C*-algebras

COlllpleted with the finite K -theory and the index lnaps.
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9 Z-------K}(8h M)

I 8
K 1(8hM) K~(M)

1 j
K~(M) K~(M)

1 exp
j

K~(M) KO(8h M)

We will compute u and g by a cutting and pasting procedure simplifying M· to a
suitablc c01l1pact Inanifold and clnploy the result to verify commutativity of the above
diagrall1.

There should be a elose relation between Roe's exotic index and the index of Callias
type operators contructed abovc such that the theory of Roc and thc theory developed
here are two sides of the same thing. We will try to exhibit this elsewhere.

Having in mind scveral generalizations in future we will formulate our results in terms
of KK-theory. Thus wc associate to B := D + 4> a Kasparov module which represents
a class [M] E KK(Cg(M), C) and the restriction {M} E KK(C, C) = Z (here we
use the convention that the symbol M stands for all structures over M). Dur main
computational tools are defoflnation invariance of {M}, vanishing theorems for {M}
(e.g. if 4> is invertible 01' if D is itself Fredhohn) and the relative index theoreln that
states that cutting al1d pasting along con1pact hypersurfaces does not change the elass
{M} E Z. The idea of computation is to usc cuttillg and pasting anel the vanishing
theorems in order to reduce the problem to a cylinder over some cOlnpact hypersurface
N. There one can cOlnpute explicity by seperation of variables. This Inethod is similar
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to that usecl by Roe [23] and Anghel [1]. We will describe the technical machinery in the
first few sections of the prescnt paper.

It turns out that a large part of our methods work also in the case of real operators
and of operators beeing equivariant with respect to the action of SOlne C"-algebra A. The
index of B is then of course an element of K .. (A) (ar of KO .. (A) in the real case). The
difficulties cOlne when A is infinite dimensional. Tbe are two critical points wbicb bave
to be resolvcd. Tbe first is tbat one has to verify that D2 + 1 is invertible. Tbis is not
obvious (at least to the author). This is equivalent to the density of the iUlage of D2 + 1.
and is true if E ~ M is a usual Clifford bundle twisted with a Hat bundle of projective
A-modules under SOHle finiteness conditions at infinity. The second problem arrises in
our COl1lputations on the cylinder. Here we explicitly idcntify kcrnels of two operators
living Oll different spaces and want to conelnde that thc indices coincide. This is true if
the kcrnels are projcctive lllodules. But in general they are not and oue has to interpret
the index as in [22]. We do not know any result assuring that the two kerncls after
reinterpretation give the sanle K-elass. Nevertheless we hope to salve these problelus (at
least partially) in a forthcoluing paper. Then there would be imlllcdeate generalizations
of thc results of thc present paper to this l1lore general case.

For tbe pnrpose of the present paper we consider thc real case anel A = CO,k same
Clifford algebra. Thcrc should be a similar diagrain as in the complex case where one has
to replace the two-periodic by the eight-periodic"long exact sequence of real K-theory.
Tbe relative index pairing works in this case tao. Finding the right generalization of g
depends· on an explicit understanding of thc boundary maps in real K-theory in tenns of
Clifforel bundles. Up to 1l0W we have not succeded to do that. Thus we start with areal
CO,n-equivariant Dirac operator on E ~ M and an suitable <I> with values in a matrix
algebra over Ck,o anel construct a new bundle S ~ M and allel operator B := D + <I>

beeing equivariant with respect to cO,n-k. This operator is then Fredholm alld represents
an eleluent {AI} E KOn-k(R). Again we are able to simplify the manifold by cutting off
the part where <I> is invertible and replace it by a half-cylinder R+ x N. We we are not
able to reduce to a tubular neighbourhood of the cylinder base in general.

In order to push through the calculation we have to make special assumptions on <I>.

We use a map F :~ R k with IFI ~ 1 and Igrad FI ~ 0 when lxi ~ 00. We let <I> := zF
where z is thc Z2-graduation of E and form B := D + <I>. In order to define the action of
<I> on E we understand the inelusiolls

R k C CO,k

n n
Rn c cO,n

Let cO,n-k bc generated by (Rk).L c Rn. Then B is Co,n-k-eqivariallt anel ind B ==
{AI} E KOn-k(R). Let 0 be a regular value of Fand N = F-1(O). Then we find a Dirac
operator DN on N beeing Co,n-k-equivariant and show that

ind B = ind D N .

If Mn is a R.icillannian spin l11auifold anel E is thc real Clifford bundle associated to the
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spin structure then

6

ind B = ind DN = a(N)

where a(N) E KOn_k(R) is the a-invariant defincd by Hitchin [16] (see also [25] and [20].
We apply this result in order to produce obstruetions against the existenee of nletries
with certain pasitivity requiremel1ts. Our results are similar to those of Roe [23] (seetion
6.1) but we ean also cover Z2-valued obstructians. Moreover we ean answer questions of
Rosenberg and Stolz [26]. As special cases we prove:

Corollary 1.1 1f a(N) ::f:. 0 there is no metnc on R k x N with uniform positive scalar
curvature at infinity in the quasi-isometry dass 0/ the product.

Corollary 1.2 1/ a(N) f. 0 then there is no 1netric 0/ non.negative scalar curoature T

on R k x N with lower bound T(X, n) > Ixl~l Jor some c > 0 in the quasi.isometry dass of
the product.

Corollary 1.3 1f a(N) :/: 0 then there is no complete metnc 0/ non-egative scalar C'lLr
vature on R x Pl which is positive on some section {a} X N.

Corollary 1.3 has also been shown by Leseh [21].
The author was strongly influenced by discussions with S.Stolz and talks given by J.

Rosenberg at a DMV-Seminar in June 1992. Moreover it was profitable reading the paper
of S.Hurder [17]. The present paper carne out as a by-product of the work on obstructions
against positive scalar curvature l11etrics on open 111anifolds far which the 111asehinery of
the KK-theoretic relative index theorenl [7] was developed. It has been turned out that
it is applicable also in the situations described in this paper. The author thanks M. Leseh
for the suggestion how to defer Corollary 1.2 fronl our index theorem.

2 The Higson corona and finite K-theory

Let M be a cOl11plete Rieulanniall manifold with Dirac operator D acting in seetions of
a Clifford bundle E -+ M. We want to construct adlnissible q> E r(M, End(E)) out of
K-classes livil1g on S0111e cOll1pactificatiol1 Nt of M. An inspection of thc constructiol1s
below shows that thc largest cOlllpactification we ean work with is the cOlnpaetification
by the Higson cor01UL ahM. It has beeu introduced by HigsOll [14] and is also dcscribed
in [24]. K-classes livil1g on slnaller compactifications can be pullcd baek to ahM. Thus
we can apply our constructions to then1 too.

Let us now describe ahM. Let C(M) be the C*-algebra of bounded continuous func
tiOllS on M with thc sup-norm (we eonsider real or cOlllplex functions depending on the
context). Let Co(M) be thc closure of Cr:(M) in C(M). Dcfine

Cr;(1vf) := {J E C OO (A1) n C(M) IldJI E Co(M, T* M)}

and let Cg (A1) be the closure of C;o(M) in C(A1). There is an exaet sequence of C*
algebras
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where C(8hM) := Cg(M)/Co(M). In fact 8hM := spec C(8h M) is dcfined by duality.
Then M := specCg(M) = Mu8h M is the smallest compactifieation to which all functions
of Cg(M) extend continuously.

The Higson eorona is rather large. It maps to any smaller cOlnpactifieation defined by
a subalgebra of Cg(M), especially the one-point compactification and thc compactification
given by thc closure of the algebra of functions beeing eonstant outside of eompact sets.

Sinee the Higson corona is a vcry largc space it is not apriori clear that every element
of Kil«8hA1) = K*(C(8h M)) can be represented by a finite matrix. That is the reason
for introducing finite K-theory as the group of stable homotopy classes of projections
(01' unitaries) which can be realized by finite Inatrices. Here only homotopies via finite
matrices are allowed as cquivalence relation. Due to this restrietion finite K-theory is not
silnply a subset of the usual K-theory.

3 The relative index theorem

3.1 Operators of Dirac type and invertibility at infinity

Let M be a COlllplcte RiCInannian manifold and S -+ M be a Clifford bundle over M (real
or cOlllplex) with associated Dirae operator D : C~(M, S) -+ C~(M,S). V\fe consider
the Sobolev spaces Hk(M, S) bccing thc closures of Cr;'(M, S) with respect to the nornl
given by the scalar product

for k ~ O. For negative k we define Hk by duality. Then D extends to bounded operators
in B(Hk

1 Hk-I).
Let <1> E C1(A1, End(S)) and fonn B := D + <1>. Then B E B(Hk , Hk-I) for k = 2,1.

We eall B an operator of Dimc type. Ir B is an operator of Dirac type so is B* where we
take thc adjoint with respeet to the scalar product in HO := L2(M, S).

Definition 3.1 An o]Jcmtor 01 Dime type is invertiblc at infinity il there is a positive
lunction s E Cr;'(A1) such that BE· + sand B* B + s are invertible as bounded operators
in B(H2 , HO).

One weIl known exalnple where D itself is invertible at infinity is thc foIlowing. Let M
be spin and assulne that /\1 has unifonn positive scalar curvature at infinity. Then the
Dirac operator on M associated to the spinor bundle is invertible at infinity. This foIlows
easely froln the Weizenboeck fOfIllula.

Invertibility at infinity of B iInplies the Fredhohn property (as operator in B(H1
, HO))

and the applicability of relative index thcorelns (see below, Grolnov/Lawson [13] and [6]).
In rnallY cases invertibility at infinity is easy to verify.
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3.2 Kasparov modules

8

Since we want to consider also real indices of Fredholn1 operators, i.e. indices of Fredholm
operators acting on Hilbert-C"'-modules over areal Clifford algebra cO,n we formulate our
constructions in the language of !(asparov modules. This is also most suitable for defor
l11ation argtunents and the statement of the relative index theorem. The generalizations
to operators beeing equivariant with respect to luore complicated C"'-algebras become (at
least fonnally, disrcgarding tcchnical difficultics as described in the introduction) rather
obvious.

In order to siIuplify notation we try to avoid Hilbert-C"'-Inodules where this is possible.
In fact it- is the saIlle to consider a Hilbert space H with a right action of cO,n or a Hilbert
C'"-fiodule H over cO,n. There is a trace t: : cO,n --+ R giyen by t:( 1) := 1 aod t:(e/) := 0
where I := {O < i 1 < i 2 < ... < ik :::; n} is sOlue multiindex with 0 < k :::; n and
e/ := eil'" ei/c for an orthonormal basis {edi;;l of Rn generating CO,n with relations
eiej + ejei = -2oij . One can reconstruct the cO,n-valued scalar product «,» of H
frolu the Hilbert space structure by

<< 1/;, <P >>:= l: < 1/;, <Pe/ > ej
1

an vice versa the Hilbert space structure of H from <<, >> by

< 'lj;, <P >:= t:«< 'lj;, cl> »).

Moreover. B(H) is the space of CO,n_equivariant bounded operators on H while [«(H) is
the space of compact eleluents in B(H). This is not true for general Hilbert-C"'-Inodules
over infinite diInensional algebras (see [22],[3] and (18]).

A Kasparov 7nodule over the pair (C, C) is a Z2-graded Hilbert space H together with
an bounded Operator F E B(H) such that

• deg(F)=l

• F - p'" E ]((H),

• F 2
- 1 E [«H).

If A is a C·-algebra acting on H from the left then for Kasparov module over the pair
(A, C) we require in addition b[a, F] E [«(H) for any a, b E A.

Note that cO,n is Z2-graded. A Kasparov Il10dule over thc pair of real C'"-algebras
(R, CO,n) is areal Z2-graded Hilbert space H with a graded right action of cO,n together
with F E B(H) satisfying the saIl1e conditions as above (but with different l11eaning of
B(H), j{(H)). Al1alogonsly we define a Kasparov module over (A, CO,n) whcre A is areal
C'"- algebra.

A I{asparov I110dulc (B, F) ovcr the pair of C*-algebras (A, B) represents a class in
KK(A, B). Note that we do not distinguish the real case from the cOluplex case in our
notation. SOine authors use KKR for the real KK·thcory. In the present paper it is
always clear fron1 the cOlltext which KK-groups are l1lent.
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We will use the equivalenee relations generated by eOlupact perturbation, unitary
equivalenee, addition of trivial eleluents and homotopy (see Kasparov [19], Blackadar [3]
and Jensen/Thomsen [18] for more infornlation on KK-theory). We will also employ the
identifieations

KK(C,C) = Ko(C) = z
KK(R, cO,n) = KOn(R)

which are given by taking the index of F in the first ease and by taking the class of the
kernel ~f F as a graded cO,n-Iuodule in the second.

We prefer to work with bounded I(asparov modules. But some constructions are
simpler described with unbounded ones. Thus unbounded luodules will oceur in the
plaees where we deeribe in a luore general framework using the intersection product
what we did down to earth. We do not use the interscction produet explicitly in our
proofs. Iluplicitly it is contained in the proof that the different equivalence relations on
the I(asparov 1110dules give in fact the sanle KK-groups (see [3]).

3.3 The relative index theorem

Let M be a cOluplete Riclnannian lnanifold and S ~ M be a Z2-graded Clifford bundle
(colnplex 01' adnütting a CO,n-right action in the real ease). Let D be the associated Dirac
operator and B := D + <I- be a selfadjoint operator of Dirac type of degree one which is
invertible at infinity (in the real case we assunle B to be CO,n-equivariant).

As we have shown in [6] thcre is aSE K(HO l H I ) such that B + S is invertible. We
set A := B+S alld F := [B(AA*)-1/2]odd E B(HO). It has been proven in [6] that (HO, F)
is a I(asparov Iuodule over the pair (Cg(M), C) ( or (Cg(M), CO,n) in the real case ). Let
{M} be the dass in KK(C, C) (or KK(R, CO•n ) in the real case) represented by (HO, F).
This dass does not depend on the choice of S. Another choice of S results in a COlllpact
perturbation of F.

We fonnulate now the relative index theorem (see [6]). Let N c M be a conlpact
hypcrsurface cutting anormal neighbourhood U(N) into two pieces U(N)±. Assurne that
there is a diagram

r

such that , is an isolnetry anel r is an isolllorphisnl of Clifforel bunelles conunuting with /"
<I-. We form a new Inanifold At cutting at N anel glueing tbe pieees together using I'
We glue a llew Clifford bundle bUI~(lle S using r. T~en <I- extends nicely to <i> and we
obtain 'an operator of Dirac type B. Suppose that B is also invertible at infinity. Let
{Nt} E KK(C, C) (or KK(R, CO,n) ) be tbe dass defined with B as desCl'ibed above.

Theorem 3.2 (K-theoretic relative index theorem) {M} = {M}

Special cases have becn proven by Gromov/Lawson [13], Donnelly [10] and other authors.
The present fonnulation in tenns of cutting and pasting was suggested to me by S. Stolz.
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4 Construction and deformation of Dirac-type op
erators

4.1 Admissible endomorphisms

Let M be a cOluplcte Riemannian manifold and S -+ M be a Z2-graded Clifford bundle
with associated Dirac operator D (adn1itting a CO,n-right action in the real case).

Definition 4.1 An endomorphism Cf;> E Cl (1\11, End(S)) is called admissible if

• deg Cf;> = 1 and Cf;>* = Cf;> J

• ipD + Dip is bounded 01 zero order and

• there is a compact set ]( C M such that Cf;> D + DiI> + eI>2 ~ C > 0 on M \]( lor some
constant c.

In the real case we will require in addition equivariance with respect to certain Clifford
algebra CO,k C cO,n such that B := D + eI> becomes CO,k-cquivariant.

A C0111pact set ]{ C M with 4>2 ~ C > 0 on M \]( is ealled an essential support of <1>.

Latcr we will show that aU the infonnation on the index of B is eontained in an essential
support of <I>. Note that replaeing <I> by <1> t := t<1> one ean have also D cf! t + Cf;> t D + cI>F=
t(Dif> + cf!D) + t2cf!2 ~ C > 0 outside of a given essential support for large t. Note that B
is selfadjoint for achnissible iI>.

Lemma 4.2 flil> E C1(M, End(S)) is admissible then B := D+~ is invertible at infinity.

Proof: Let ]( c M such that ipD + DeI> + ip2 ~ C > 0 on M \ !( for some constant c.
Let s E C~(A1) be a positive function such that S ~ c on !(. Then B 2 + AS is selfadjoint
aod positive for large A. 0

4.2 Deformations

Let M be a cOluplete Riemannian olanifold and S -+ M be a Z2-graded Clifford bundle
with Dirac operator D. Let iI> E C1(M, End(S)) be an adluissible endolllorphisul alld
B := D + <1>. Consider aperturbation B t of B continuous in B(H1 , HO). Let {Md be thc
class in KK-thcory constructed with B t • Thcn we have deforolation invariauce.

Lemma 4.3 {Mt} = {Mo} for small t.

Proof: Let S E ]«(HO, H 1 ) such that B + S is invertible. Then for t small B t + S is
invertible. Thus we can form At := Bt+S alld Pt := [Bt (AtA;)-1/2]odd. Thc cycle (HO,Ft )

represents {lV/d. To prove thc Lenuna it is enough to show that F t induces a homotopy
(do not confusc with operator homotopy). In fact it is enough to show that Ft is strongly
continuous and that Pt - Pt and F? - 1 are continuous in the nor01. This is easely seen
from the integral representations used in [6]. 0
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Corollary 4.4 Let {Bdt EIbe a continuous Jamily in B(H1
, HO) such that Bt 1S tn

vertible at infinity Jor any tEl. Then {Mt} = {M}.

Proof: Oue finels a finite partition of the interval 1 and applies the Lemma 4.3 finitely
often. D'

A continuous path <Pt E C(M, End(S)) leads to a continuous falnily Bt E B(H1
, HO).

More general continuotls deformation of the Clifford bundle structure or Riemannian
ll1etric in thc CO-topology (see Eichhorn [11] and [12]) (with appropriate identification of
the Hilbertspaces) lead to continuous fan1ilies in B(H1 , HO) anel thus do not change the
dass {.Ai} constructed with B. Gf course if the connectioll of the Clifford bUlldle comes
froln the Levi-Civita connection on has to consider Cl-continuous families of metrics in
order to obtain CO-continuous faIl1ilies of Clifford bundle structures.

Corollary 4.5 1J<p is admissible and has an empty essential support (i.e. <1>2 ~ C > 0
Jor some constant c > 0) then {M} = O.

Proof: Consider the fanüly B t := D + t<P. If<I> is adnüssible so is t<I> for t ~ 1. Moreover
Bt is invertible for large t > O. Hence {M} = {Mt} = O. D

5 The map u

5.1 The construction of u

Let Al be a complete Riemannian n1anifold and E -+ M be a (eomplex) Clifford bundle
over M with Dirac operator DE : C~(M, E) -+ Cr;o(M, E) which is ungraded. Let
(P] E K~(8h!v!) be represented by a projeetion p E C(8hM) ® Mat(N) for SOlne large N.
vVe ean find a 'lift' P E Cg(M) ® M a.t(N) of p such that

• P = P*

• p2 - P E Cij(M) ® Mat(N)

• P (17l0d Co(M) 0 M at(N)) represents (P].

D:=(D
E

0
01 D E0(

1
).

Here C N is triviaUy graded (Le. aU eleIl1ents have degree 0) and (CN)op consists of
elements of clegree 1. Let

Stabilizatiou and hOlnotopies of p can be lifted to stabilization anel homotopies of P. Form
the Z2-gradcd Clifford bundle S := E®(C N ffi (CN)op) with assoeiated Dirac operator D
given by thc Inatrix

(
0 1 - 2P ) 1

<I> := l ® 2P _ 1 0 E C (M, End(S)).
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Lemma 5.1 q. is admissible.

Praaf: Obviously degq. = 1 and q. = q.*. Moreover

D<I> + q.D = 21 ( gradP 0 ) .o -gradP

12

But gradP tends to zero at infinity while <p2 tends to 1. Thus there is a compact set
1{ C M such that Dq. + q.D + q.2 2: C > 0 on M \ K for SOlne constant c. 0

'Let {M} E Ko(C) be thc dass defined by the operator of Dirac type B := D + q..
It is easy to see that {M} does only depend on the stable homotopy dass of p in finite
K-theory. In fact two different choices of the lift P can be deformed into each other such
that we get a CO-defonnation of the corresponding a(hnissible q.'s. This does not change
the K-d.ass of {M} by Corollary 4.4. Stabilization results in fonning a direct sum of B
with SOlne invertible operator of Dirac type. HOlnotopies of p inside finite lnatrices ean
be lifted to CO-eontinuous hOlllotopies of the P and thus of the <I> inside the admissible
endolnorphislns. Again this eioes not change the dass {M}.

Definition 5.2 The map u : K~(ahA!) --+ Z is given by p --+ {M}.

Obviously u is a group hOll101110rphism.
Since D eonlluutes with tbe action of CI,O gjven by

where € generates Cl,o with €2 = 1 we have the following fact.

Proposition 5.3 1/ there is a gap in the spectnim 0/ DE then then u = O.

Praaf: Let D and <I> be as in the construction above. Thc important property of <I> is
that it anticol1lluutes with €. Let A E res D. Consider the twO-parameter family

Bi ~ := D - SAE + t<I>,

We cari defonn BI,o to BO,1 inside thc operators of Dirac type beeing invertible at infinity.
In fact let first s go frolu zero to one and then t go froul oue to zero. But BO,1 commutes
with € thus its index vanishes. 0

This fits weIl into thc results of Roe and others stating that the odd K-homology dass
constructed out of an ungraded Dirac operator vanishes if thcre is a gap in the spectrun1.

5.2 Computation of u

Let N c ]'111 be a c01l1pact hypersurface cutting M =Nl_ UN M+ such that M_ is eompact
and contains an essential support of <I>. Dcform thc mctric, the Clifford bundle structure
and q. in a neighbourhood of N such that there is a product collar near N and cI> is constant
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in normal direction. This makes glueing easier. Let MI := M _ UN [0, 00) x N. There is
a Clifford bundle SI ~ Mt respecting the product structure over the cylindrical end and
restricting to SIM_ on M_. In fact one restricts S to SN on N. Then SlIlO,oo)XN = PT"NSIN
with induccd connection and Clifford bundle structure. On~ can extend -~IM_ constantly
along thc cylinder obtaining ~I. We form M 2 := M U -M~ where op means that we
choose the opposite grading on the Clifford bundle over Mt and - stands for redefining
thc Clifford bundle structure such that )( E T Mt acts as -X. (note that we compress aU
struetures over the 111anifolds into the symbols M, MI, ...). Then {M2 } = {M} - {Mt}.

Now we apply the relative index theoreill. We cut thc 111anifold M 2 at the two copies of
N, i.c. Nu {O} x N and glue together interchanging the bounelary components obtaining
M3 := M_ UN -M~P U M+. UN -(R+ X N)OP. In order to glue thc Clifford bundles we
have to use an isomorphisnl r of degree Olle such that r)( = - .xr for X E T N and
rn = nr for the ullit nOflllal vector field at N (note that the diffeomorphism used for
glueing transports n to -n). We take r simply as 111ultiplication with n. In fact we have
also ncI> = -~n. Thus the adnlissible endolllorphisms glue nicely. By the relative index
theorelll {M2 } = {A13 }. But {M3 } = o. On one hand {M_ UN -M~P} = 0 since this
111anifold is conlpact and hcnce the Dirac operator has gap in the spectrum such that
we can apply Proposition 5.3. On the other hand an essential support of thc admissible
endonl0rphism over M+ UN -(R+ X N)OP is etllpty. Thus {M+ UN -(R+ X N)OP} = 0 by
Corollary 4.5. Hence {M} = {Mt}. Thus we have replaccd onc"half of the manifold by a
eylillcler. In thc next step wc do the salue with thc othcr half.

Consider ,.,14 := Mt U -Mt where we chose thc adluissible endolllorphism <I>4 as -<1>t
on the first cOluponent anel <1>t on thc second. Then {M4 } = 2{Mt }. Now we defor111
<P4 on a cOlupaet set such that it is zero near thc two copies {O} x N of N in M 4 . Cut
M4 at these two copies and glue together again interchanging thc boundary components
obtaining Ms := M_ UN -M_ U M6 where M6 = R x N. For glueing the Clifford bundle
we use the even isomorphism of BIN given by 111ultiplieation with r := diag(n, n). By the
relative index thcorenl 2{Mt } = {Ms}. But {M_ UN -A1_} = 0 since this manifold is
compact anel thcrefore we can apply Proposition 5.3. Heuce 2{ M} = {R x N}. Thus we
have redueed the index conlputation to a cylinder.

But there wc ean ealculate cxplicitly. Let <I>e be the aciIl1issible endOl110rphisill over
the eylinder. By a further defornlation over compact sets we ean assunle that ~e = 1P<PIN
wherc 'tjJ is a sUlooth function on R x N depending ouly on thc first coordinatc such that
1P(r, n) = sign(1') for Irl ~ 1. Moreover we can defonn <I>IN to an involution 01', what is
the salne, PIN to a projection. This amounts to an index-preserving defornlation of <Pe by
LenlUla 4.4. Thcu

{R X N} = index (n :r -'l/J(r)l(l - 2P) + DN)

= index (~. + 'l/J(r)m(l - 2P) - nDN)

= index (:r + 'l/J(r)m(l - 2P) - n(l - 2P)DN(1 - 2P»)
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where DN is the Dirac operator on BIN. Note that (1- 2P)DN(1- 2P) :::: (1- P)DN(l
P) + PDNP - PDN(l - P) - (1 - P)DNP. But (1 - P)DNP and PDN(l - P) are of
zero order. Hence by an index preserving dcfonnation

{R x N} == index T

with

T:== (:,. + 1/J(r)m(l - 2P) - [n(l - P)DN(l- P) + nPDNP1) .

By explicit calculation using separation of variables and employing the L2-condition (sim
ilar to the caluculation of Higson [15]) onc obtains that thc kernel of T and T$ consists
of elements of the fonn

1;;(r) == ==exp (- 10" 1/J(s)m(1-2P))v

1;;(1') == exp (+ 10" 1/J( s)m(l - 2P)) v

with v E ker n[(l - P)DN(l - P) + PDNP]. Note that tn(l - 2P) is an involution
anticolnnluting with n[(l - P)DN(l - P) + PDNP]. Thus we ean split

into the eigenspaees of ln(l - 2P) to the eigenvalues ±l. I: is in L2 exactly when
v E W- and I; is in L2 iff v E W+. Thus index T :::: dim W+ - dim W-. Let V_ --+ N
be the veetor bundle over N given by P and V+ be the bundle given by (1 - P). Then
n((l - P)DN(l - P) + PDNP) is the sum of the two twisted Dirae operators DN,v+ and
DN,v_ and dirn W- + di1n W- :::: indm DN,v+ - indm DN,v_ where the grading is given by
the involution 'Ln. By eobordism invariance indm DN,v+ :::: -indm DN,v_. Thus

u([P]) == {M} == ~{R x N} == ~index T == indmDN.V+

Let us forUlulate this result as a theorem.

Theorem 5.4 Let [P] E K~(ahM) and P E Cg (M)®A1at(N) be a selladjoint representer
olp. Let N c M be a compact hypersur/ace cutting M :::: M_UNM+ where M_ is compact
and (1 - 2P)2 ~ e > 0 on M+ tor same constant c. Let V+ be the subbundle 0/ N x C N

given by the eigenvalues < ~ 0/ I1N. Then u([P]) :::: indDN,V+ where DN,V+ is is the Dime
operator 0/ EjN ® V+ and the grading is given by zn with the unit normal vector fielcL n at
N pointing into the direetion 0/ M+.

This reproves and generalizes the theorems of Callias [9] and Anghel [1]. It containes also
the index theorCln for partioned Inanifolds of Roc [23] in thc formulation of Higson [15]
as a special case. In fact a partioned manifold M is given by a eonlplete Riemanniall
111allifold M togcther with a function 1/J E COO(M) such that 11/J1 :::: 1 outside of a compact
set and .,p-l(O) is asmooth compact hypersurface. Then.,p induces an elelllent [(1+1/J)/2] E
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l\·1(8h M). Let N+ uN_ be the boundary of a small tubular neighbourhood AI_ of N such
that 7/JIN_ < O. Hence u([7/J]) = indmDN_ = indmDN where n is the unit normal vector
field pointing into the region of M where 7/J is negative.

Since the index of a Dirac operator on an odd-dimensional manifold vanishes we have
u = 0 if M is even-dimensional.

5.3 Interpretation as KK-intersection product

The operator

(~E ~E)
represents an unbounded cycle [D] E KK(Co(M), C1 ,0) where the action of the generator
f of C1,O is given by

The endomorphis1l1

(
0 1 - 2P )

4> = l 2P _ 1 0

represents a cycle [<1>] E KK(Cg(M), Co(M) ~ CO,l) where the action of the generator of
CO,l is given by

(0-1)
1 0 .

The construction of {M} above is nothing else than fonning the intersection product

[M] = [4>] ®Co(M) [D] E KK(Cg(M) ® Cl,o, CO,l) = KK(Cg(M), C).

restricted to KK(C, C). One ean show this in the framework of bounded Kasparov
Inodules using the definition givcn in [18] in tenns of connections (This becomes easy
sil1ee we are tel1soring with a trivial bundle and thus 1 ® D 111akes sense).

Fonnulatillg things in terms ofK-holnology and K-eohomology we have [D] E K~l (M)
al1d [<1>] E K;l(M) and we have etnployed the pairing K~(M) ® Kj(M) -+ KJ-i(M).

6 The spectral flow pairing s

6.1 Construction

Let M be a cOlnplete Rielnannian 111anifold and E -+ AI be an ungraded Clifford bundle
over M.

A cycle [Hf] E K~(Al) is representcd by an unitary Inatrix ll1 E COO(M) ~ Mat(N)
with W = 1 outside of a cOlnpact set [( C M. Let S := E ~ C N anel D be the assoeiatcd
Dirac operator. It is selfadjoint alld defines a spcetral projection Q E B(HO) outo the
positive spectral subspace of D. Consider A := (1 - Q) + W*Q where W aets on HO as
unitary operator in the obvious way. It was shown in [8] that A is a Fredholm operator.
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Definition 6.1 The spectml flow pairing is given by s([W)) := indexA.

In fact it is easy to see that indexA depends only on the stable homotopy c1ass of W
and is additive under direct sums. One can con1pute this index by reducing to a compact
manifold containing J(. If M would be cOlnpact then s([W]) is given by the spectral fiow
of a family between D and W DW· .

6.2 The relation between sand u

We show thc c0111mutativity of thc lower part of the diagra1l1 in the introduction. Let
exp: KO(?hNf) ~ K c(.A1) be the exponential map and i : K~(8hM) ~ KO(8hM).

Theorem 6.2 u = s 0 exp 0 i

Proof: Let [P] E J(J(8h A1) be represented by a selfadjoint P E Cg(M)@Mat(N). We can
choose P such that P is a projection outside of a compact set I< c M. Then exp(i([p]))
is represented by the unitary W := exp(21r'lP). In fact W = 1 on M \ I<. Choose a
compact hypersurface N c M which splits M = M_ UN M+ such that K C M_. Let
I X N be a tubular neighbourhood of N in M. We can choose another Pt representing
p such that PI = P on the plus-side of I x N and Pt = 0 on the minus-side. Let
Wt = exp(27rzPd. Then l-llt = 1 outside of the tubular neigbourhood of N and Wt
represents the sa1l1e c1ass as W. Thus consider PI, Wt instead of P, W. As it has been
shown in [8] one can C0111pute s([W]) by reduction to MI := Si x N, a 111anifold which
containes naturally our tubular neigbourhood I x N. First one defonlls the mctric and
the Clifford bundle structure near N such that it respects the product structure of the
tubular neighbourhood. Then one can glue SIIXN at the boundaries of of I x N obtaining
a Clifford bundle SI ~ MI. Since W = 1 on these boundaries it extends to W I over MI.
Now one can form At := (1 - Qd +WtQI where QI is the positive spectral projection of
the Dirac operator on SI. By the results of [8] we have index AI = index A and index Al
is the spectral fiow of a family between D1 and WtD tWt. Since W1 is the image of a
projectioIi PI := lltxN under the suspension map it is rather weH known that this spectral
flow equals i ndtn Pt DN PI. COIUparisol1 with Theoren1 5.4 fil1ishes the proof. 0

Note that the spectral flow pairing lUllst not vanish even when D has a gap in the
spectnull. It gives then the spcctral flow of the familiy betweell D and W DW· in this
gap [5].

7 The map 9

7.1 Construction of 9

Let M be a complete Rien1annian spin nlanifold and E ~ AI be a Z2-graded Clifford
bundle over M wi th grading z. An element [u] E K}(8h M) is rcpresented by an unitary
lllatrix u E C(8h A1) C9 A1at(N) for sonle large N. Let U E C;o(M) C9 Mat(N) be a
lift of u (up to hOlllOtopy in order to obtain smoothncss). Stabilization and homotopies
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of 'll can be liftcd to st,abilization and hOluotopies of U. Form the Z2-graded bundle
V := M x (C N $ C N

) and the graded tensor product S := E 0 V. S is a Clifforel bundle
wi th Dirac operator D. Let

(
0 U*)cI> := z 0 U 0

anel B:= D + q..

Lemma 7.1 <I> is admissible.

Proof: In fact deg<p == 1 and <p* == cI>. Moreover

(
0 -graod U· )D<p+<I>D=z0 dU-gra

vanishes at infinity while <p2 tends to 1 there. Hence there is some compact set !( c M
such that D<p + cI>D + cI>2 ~ C > 0 on M \ !( for sorne constant c. 0

Let {Ai} E Ko(C) be the dass constructed with B. It is easy to see that it depends
only on the stable hon10topy dass of U and therefore of u. Moreover it is additive under
direct SUIU. Thus we ean define the hOluonl0rphism 9 by

Definition 7.2 The map 9 is given by g([ul) := {M}.

7.2 Computation of 9

Let N C Al be a C0111pact hypersurface cutting M = M_ UN M+ such that M_ is conlpact
anel contains an essential support of <P. We ean deforrn U to an unitary luatrix on M+ using
polar deconlposition. Thus let us assulue this. Further we assulue that (after defonnation
near N) the lnctric and the Clifford bundle structure near N respect the product structure
of a tubular neighbourhood I x N c M of N. Consider MI := Al U R x N where
the Clifford bundle on R x N COlnes fron1 restriction SIN. We extend <PIN constantly
along the R-direction obtaining <PI over MI. Then {M} = {All} since an essential
support of cI>1 over R x N is emptY. We apply now the relative index theorem. We
cut at the two copies p.,r U {o} x N and glue interchanging the boundary con1ponents
obtaining 1v!2 = M_ UN R+ x N U R_ x N UN M+. The Clifford bundles are glued
using the natural isoluorphisln. The adn1issible endonl0rphislll glues niccly to <P2- Then
{M} = {MI} = {A12 }. Hut over R_ x NU M+ an essential support is elnpty and thus
{M} = {M3 } where M3 := M_ UN R+ x N. Again we have rcplaced half of the manifold
by a cylinder.

Consider thc Iuatrix

W := (~ ~) E COO(M, End(S).
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W is even, unitary and constant in the R-direction over the cylindrical end. Deform the
connectio.n V' on 83 near {1} x N such that it is WV'W· in a neighbourhood of {1} x N
and deform <1>3 there such that it is

u~) =W~INW·.

Now we cut A1_ UN R+ x N at {1} x N U {2} x N and glue tagether obtaining M4 :=
M_ UN [0,1] x NUN [2,00] x NU SI X N. We usc W to identify

W* : SI{I}XN --+ SI{2}XN.

Then the achnissible end01110rphisms glue nicely to <1>4. By the relative index theorem
{M} = {M4 }. Sincc W<I>INW· can be extended as invertible over M_ UN [0,1] x N we
have {M} = {SI X N}. Since this manifold is cOlupact we can defonn <1>4 to zero there.
Let us formulate this result as a theorem.

Theorem 7.3 Let tu] E !(}(ßhM) be represented by U E Cr;(M)®Mat(N). Let N c M
be a compact hypersur/ace 0/ M splitting M = M_ UN M+ such that M_ is compact and
U is invertible over A1+. Then g([u]) is given by the index 0/ the twisted Dirac operator
D Lover SI x N where L -+ SI X N is constructed /rom the trivial bundle ! x N X C N by
glueing mitk

UIN : {O} x N X C N
--+ {I} x N X C N.

g((u]) is also thc spectral flow of a falnily bctween D N and UrNDNUIN whcre D N is half
of the Dirac operator in SIN.

7.3 Interpretation as KK-intersection product

The operator D represents an unbounded cycle [D] E KK(Co(M), C) while

<I> _ (0 U*)
- U 0

represents an cycle [<1>] E KK(Cg(M), Co(M)). The construction of {M} is nothing else
than forming the intersection product [M] = (cI>] ®CoCM) [D] E KK(Cc (A1), C) restricted
to element KK( C, C). Fonnulating things in terms of K-homology and K-cohol1101ogy we
have (D] E Kü(M) and [cI>] E !<g(M) and we have again mnployed the pairing !<;(M) ®
Kj(M) --+ !<]_i(A1).

8 The relative index pairing r

8.1 Construction

Let M be a c0111plete Riel11annian nlanifold and E --+ A1 be a Z2-graded Clifford bundle
over M. An elelnent T E !(c(M) is represented by a tuple (VI, V2 , W) where VI, V2 are
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vector bundlcs over M and W E COO(M, H01n(Vll V2 )) is invertiblc outside of a compact
subset ]{ c M. Let N c M be a hypersurface cutting M = M_ UN M+ such that M_ is
compact anel cOlltains ](. Take M = M_ UN -M~P where we glue the Clifford bundle E
using the odd morphism given by the multiplication with the unit normal vector field n
pointing into M+. We glue VlIM_ with V2!-M:P using thc identification

obtaining V -t Al. Let Dv bc thc twisted Dirac operator on E® V.

Definition 8.1 The relative index pairing is given by r(7) := ind (Dv ).

It has been shown that this definition does not depend on the choice of the representcr of
T and the hypersurface N (for the latter see [13])

8.2 The relation between r and 9

We show the COllullutativity of the upper part of the diagrain in the introduction. Let
i : K}(ahM) -t Kl (ahM).

Theorem 8.2 r 000 i = g.

Proof: Let (u} E K}(OhM) be represented by the unitary Inatrix U E C(ahM) ® Mat(N)
anel let U E Cg(M) C9 M at(N) be a lift of u. We can assulue that U is unitary outside of a
cOlllpact set ]( C M. Then 00 i((u]) is giveIi by 7 = ((M X C N

l M X C N
l U)]. Let N C M

be a cOlllpact hypersurface cutting M = M_ UN M+ such that K c M_. Let I x N be a
tubular neighbourhood of N. We can defof111 U on M_ such that UM_ \!xN = 1. Hence
we can construct r( r) as follows'. We glue

M= SI X N = I x Mu -(I x Ntp
.

We have to glue the trivial bundle I x N X C N with the trivial bundle -(I x N)OP x C N

using the idcntifications

1 : {O} x N X C N
-t - ( {O} x NtP x C N

anel
UI N : {1} X N x C N

-t -({1} x NtP x C N

obtaining V -t SI X N: Then r (r) = indDv . COlllparison with Theorelll 7.3 givcs the
desired result. 0
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9.1 The pairing

There are geolnetric eonstructions where real Dirac operators arrise naturaIly [20],[25]1[16].
These Dirae operators eommute with a natural right action of sonle real Clifford algebra
cO,n The real index is an equivalence dass of the kernel as a graded 1110dule over this
Clifford algebra 1l10dulo restrictions of graded modules of CO,n+l. Let 1 for exalnple, Mn

be spin with spin structure PSpin ~ M. Then the bundle PSpin XSpin(n) cO,n admits a
right action of cO,n. Here Spin(n) C cO,n acts by left multiplication on cO,n.

The index constructions arc Inost compactly fonnulatcd in terms of KK-theory. In
this section we consider KK-theory for real C*-algebras. Also Cg (M)1 CO(M)1 etc. consist
of real functions.

Let M be a cOlnplete Riemannian luanifold and E ~ M be areal Z2-graded Clifford
bundle over A1 adluitting a right action of the real Clifford algebra cO,n. Let z be the
grading operator. The Dirac operator D is CO,n-equivariant and represents an element
[D] E KK(Co (lVf) ,CO,n). For later purpose it is bettel' to understand [D] E KK( Co(M) ®
Cn,O,R). The action of an elclnent j ~ e E Co(M) CSl Rn is given by - jze i.e. first
ll1ultiplication with -e from thc right followed by the action of z and lcft multiplication
with f. Here Rn generates cO,n as weIl as Cn,o. This construction realizes an isolnorphislll

KK(Co(M) ® Cn,o,R) = KK(Co(M), cO,n).

In tenns of J(-honl0Iogy we have [D] E K~(M). We want to pair [D] with certain
elements [<1>] E KK(Cg(M), Co(M) CSl Ck,O). For sinlplicity we assume k < n, this ean
easely be obtained by tensoring [D] with C8,o several times and using Bott periodicity.
\Ve consider [<1'] representcd by a matrix <1> E M at(Cg(M) CSl Ck,o, N) for some N > 0 with
the properties <1'* = <1>, deg <I> = 1 and that <1>2 - 1 vanishes at infinity. We construct now
an operator of Dirae type reprcsenting

[M] = [<1>] CSlCo(M)0CI:.o [D] E I(~_k(M).

Fonn the graded tensor product S := (Ck,O)EBN CSlCk.O E. This is areal Z2-graded Clifford
bundle with right action of cO,n-k. In fact let R k C RU generate CO,k alld Ck,o and
Rn-k = (Rk).L generate cO,n-k thell e E Rk acts by -ze on E alld this commutes with
the action of f E Rn-k. Let D s be the Dirac operator of Sand form B := D s + <1>. Note
that <1> acts naturallyon S.

Lemma 9.1 cI> is admissible.

Then [<I>] ®Co(M)0CO,k [D] = [M] E KK(Cg(M), CO,n-k) = K~_k(M) is the dass COll
structed with B. Let {M} E KK(R, CO,n-k) be thc restrietion of [M].

9.2 Computation of the real index

We want to C0111pute {M} in analogy to the eOll1plex ease as far as possible. Let N C M be
a hypersurface cutting M = A1_ UN M+ such that M_ is COll1pact and contains an essential
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support of fl>. Again we assurne (after defonnation) that there is a tubular neighbourhood
I x N c M of N where the metric and the Clifford bundle structure respect the product
structure and where fl> is constant in the normal direction. Consider MI := R x N with
the induced Clifford bunclle and with <PI induced by ~IN constantly extended over the R
direction. An essential support of <PI is empty. Thus {M} = {MUM1}. Now we cut at the
two copics N U {O} x N and glue together again interchangillg the boundary componcnts
obtaining M_ UN R+ x Nu R_ x NUN M+. We apply the relative index theorem and
obtain {AI} = {M2 } where /\12 = M_ UN R+ X N. The second component does not
contribute since an essential support of the admissible endolnorphisln there is empty. So
far the computation is sinlilar to the one of g. We have replaced the nonessential part by
a cylinder. It is not obvious how to go further. In the complcx cases the special fonn of
~ or D are used. It is a question wether the index information is contained in a tubular
neighbourhood of N. This is the case in the exaluple below.

10 An example

Let M be a cOlnplete Rielnannian nlanifold and S ~ M be areal Z2-graded Clifford
bundle over AI admitting a right CO,n·action with associated Dirac operator· D. Let
o< k :::; n anel consider R k C Rn where R k generates CO,k C cO,n and (Rk)l. generates
cO,n-k C CO,n. Let j E C(8hM) ® R k be given such that j2 = -1 i.e. j has values in
the unit sphere. Let F E Cg(M) ® R k be a lift of f. Then <P := zF represents a cycle in
KK(Cg (A1), Co(lvf) ® Ck,O).

Lemma 10.1 <P is admissible.
,

The operator of Dirac type B := D + ~ is Co,n-k-equivariant and represents the class
[M] = [<1>] ®Co(M)0Ck,O [D]. Let {M} E KK(R, CO,n-k) be the restrietion of [M].

10.1 Reduction to a product

We want to conlpute {M}. We can assulue that 0 is a regular value of F. Then
N := F- 1(O) is a C01l1pact manifold of dimensio1l n - k. We use F to identify a s1l1all
neighbourhood of N with D k X N where D k is the unit disk in R k. After deformation
of the tnetric we cau assurne that F is an isometry on this neighbourhood. Let F be a
defonnation of F in a neighbourhood of N such that F(x, n) = x/Ilxll in a neighbourhood
of Sk-l x N = 8(Dk X N). Let MI := Rk x N with F I (x, n) = F(x, n) on Dk x N and
x/llxll for Ilxll ~ 1. MI has a Clifford bundle SI induced from M respecting the product
structure. Let <PI := -zF1• Note that <PI is admissible. Let M2 := M U -MfP. We
split M2 at the two copies of Sk-l x N and glue together interchanging the boundary
cotnponcnts obtaining M3 = M4 UMs with

A14 := M \ D k
X N USk-t xN _(Rk

\ D k
X N)OP

and
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We glue the Clifford bundles usiug the odd morphism given by left multiplication with
the unit nonnal vector field at the boundary Sk-l x N. By the relative index theorem
{M2 } = {M3 }. But {A13 } = 0 since Ms is compact and thus <1>5 can be defonned to zero
and the Dirac operator itself without perturbation is equivariant with respect to a larger
Clifford algebra. On M 4 an essential support of the admissible endomorphism is ~mpty.

Henee {A1} = {MI}' Thus we have reduced the problem to a product MI = R k X N
where <l>l(x,n) = zx/llxll for !lxII ~ 1.

10.2 The product case

Let M := MI and <I> := <I>l for a Illoment. The Clifford bundle S --+- R k X N is thc puH
back of a bundle Sk over N adn1itting a right action of Co," and a left action of CO,k (which
eOInmutes with the action of the Clifford algebra bundle of N in a graded way). This left
action is used to define the Clifford Inultiplication with TRk on pr'NSk in order to obtain
the Clifford bundle S over R k X N. We want to use induction in k. In order to eInploy the
produet structure R~ = R X R k- 1 we have to defonn <I> such that it respcets this produet
structure. For 1/2 > 15 > 0 let 1/J E GOO(R) be such that 7jJ(r) = sign(r) for 11'1 ~ 2/15,
1/J(r) E [-1,1] for 11'1 ~ 2/€ and 18r 1/J1 ~ 215. Form <1>1 (X, n) := Z(1jJ(X1), ... ,1jJ(Xk)).

Lemma 10.2 4>1 is admissible.

Proof: In fact degiP l = 1 and <I>i = iP 1• Moreover <I>I D +D <I>l +<I>r = -zgrad(zcI>d+<pr.
But Ilg1'ad(z<I>dll ~ 215 aod for Ilxll ~ 2/€ we have <I>r ~ 1. 0

Let {A1}} be the dass defined by BI:= D + iP 1•

Lemma 10.3 {M} = {MI}

Proof: We ean deform iP to iP l inside the adlnissible endoIll0rphisms. Let <I>t = t<I> +
(l-t)<I>}. Then for !lxII ~ 2/15

<I>tD + D<I>t + <I>~
k

- -tz grad(z<I» - (1 - t)z grad(z<I>d + t2<I>2 + (1 - t)2 L 1jJ(xi ?
i=1

1 k . .

+2t(1 - t)W tr x'1jJ(x t
)

> t2 + (1 - t)2 - tlgrad(ziP)1 - 2(1 - t)k€

> 1/8

for € sIllall enough. 0

Let uow R k = R X Rk-l aud n be the unit normal vcctor in R-direction. n generates
GO,l anel we ean split Sk = Sk-l ® CO,1 by the following procedure. Let e := zlr where 1 is
the action of n froIn the left and r is the action of n from the right. e is an even involution
of Sk. Let Sk-l be the positive eigenspace of e. Then Sk-l admits an Co,n-l-aetion frolll
the right whcre cO,n-l is generated by R.L C R", is a Clifford bundle over N and admits
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a CO,k-l action from the left eomnluting in a graded sense with thc action of the Clifford
algebra bundle of N. In fact the generators of CO,k-l acting from the left and of cO,n-l
acting fronl the right eonullute with the involution e.

For 0 < i < k let M( i) := R i x N with Clifford bundle indueed from Si. Construct
the admis~ble-endonl0rphislncI>\i) as above and form {M(i)}.

Proposition 10.4 {M(i)} = {M(i-I)}

Proof: "Ve identify ker(D(i) + cI>(i») with ker(D(i-I) + cI>(i-l») as a cO,n-k-module. V\Tith
respect to Si = 8 i - 1 ® CO,I we have

Multiplying with -I we obtain

A respects the splitting

and is invertible on the second conlponent (eompare Higson [15] for a similar argunlent).
Thus the elelnents of ker Aare of the fonn

PrOfi the L 2-eondition we sec that ker A is the 1-eigenspaee of zlr in ker([D(i-I)+<I>(i-l)] ®
1). But this is exactly ker(D(i-l) + cI>(i-l»). All identifications WB have made respeet the
structure of graded Co,n-k-Inodules. This proves the Proposition. 0

10.3 A real index theorem and applications

We come now back to the general situation. Let M be a conlplete llienlannian manifold
and 8 -+ M be areal Z2-graded Clifford bundle over M admitting a right Co,n-action
with associated Dirac operator D. Let F E Cg(M) 0 R k for 0 < k .::;; n as above with
F 2 -+ -1 at infinity. Assunle that 0 is a regular value of Fand let N := F-1(O). We

have eonstructed a Clifford bundle 8 0 -+ N with Dirac operator D~) admitting a right
cO,n-k-action such ~hat 81N = 80 0 CO,A:. Let B := D + zF and {M} E KK(R, CO,n-k)
be the dass construeted with B. Putting the above results togethcr we have

Theorem 10.5 {NI} = ind D~).
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10.4 Obstructions against positive scalar curvature
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If M is a Rienlannian spin manifold of ditnension n there is a natural real Clifford bundle
S -. M admitting a co,n-action. In fact S := PSpin XSpin(n) cO,n. Let P E Cg(M) ® R k ,

n ~ k ~ 1 and N as above. Then N is spin and SO is the natural Clifford bundle
assoeiated to the spin strueture of N. In this case ind D~) = a(N) where a(N) is the
alpha invariant defined by Hitchin [16],[20]. Let D be the Dirac operator on M. We have
the Weizenboeck fornlula D 2 = ~ + 7/4 where 7 is the scalar curvature of M.

If 7 is unifornlly positive at infinity then D is invertible at infinity and hence {M} = 0
for any F. In fact we can then dcform F to zero without changing the index. But D
is equivariant with respect to a larger Clifford algebra CO,n anel hence the dass of its
kernel vanishes. It follows a(N) = O. Sillce the conditions on F depend olllyon the
quasi-isometry dass we obtaill

Corollary 10.6 Let Mn be a cornplete Riemannian spin manifold and F E Cg(M) @ R k

be such that IFI -. 1 at infinity and 0 is a regular value. 1f a(p-I(O)) # 0 then there is
no metric in the given quasi-isometry dass which has uniform positive scalar curvature
at infinity.

A special case is:

Corollary 10.7 1f a(N) # 0 then there is no metnc witk uniform positive scalar cur
vature at infinity on the proouct R k X N for any k in the quasi-isometry class of tILe
product.

Another application is

Corollary 10.8 /1 a(N) # 0 then tlLere is no metric 01 non.negative scalar curoature 7

on R k
X 1'l with lower bound 7(X, n) > Irl~l for sorne c > 0 in the quasi.isometry dass 01

the product.

Proof: Assunle that M := Rk x N has ametrie with non-negative scalar curvature
in the quasi-iSolnetry dass of the product satisfying 7(x, n) ~ Irl~ I for some constant

c > O. Consider B t := D + tzP with P E Coo(1\1, R k
) depending only on the first

coordinate and satisfying F-1(O) = {O} x N and F(x, n) = x/lxi for lxi > 1. Then
B~ = ~ + 7/4 - zt grad F + t2F2. But IIgrad F(x, n)1I ~ lxl+l for some Cl > O. Thus

2 2 c/4 - Cl t 2 2
7 14 - zt grad F + t F > + t F .- lxi + 1

Ir we chose t < 4~1 then Bt is positive anel hence invertible. It follows {M} = {Mt} = 0
and a(N) = O. 0 .

Let M again be a complete Riclllannian spin l11anifold with non-negative scalar curva
ture. Let F E Coo (At[) l&! R k with 0 as a regular value anel whieh is constant of unit length
outside of a tubular neighbourhood U of N = p-l (0). Assurne that thc scalar curvature
is positive on U. Thcn
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Proposition 10.9 a(N) = 0

Pfaof: Consider Bi = D + tzF for small t > O. Bi is invertible at infinity. Thus by
Theorem 10.5 anel deforn1ation invariance a(N) = {M} = {Md. Then B; = ß + 7/4
zt grad(F) + t21F12. If t is sIuall enough then 7/4 - zt grad(F) ;::: 0 and hence Bi is
invertible. But then {Md =O. 0

(This sort of argument the author has learned from M. Leseh [21]).

Corollary 10.10 1f a(N) :f= 0 then there is no eomplete Riemannian metne on R x N
whieh is positive in some seetion {(L} x N c R x N.

All these obstructions have refinCIuents to the case of finite fundaIl1ental groups where
one employs Clifford bundles twisted with Hat bundles with fibre C;(1rI(M)). In order to
cover the case of general fundaIncntal groups onc has to find a proof of Proposition 10.4
cireumventing the probleIl1 of non-projeetive modules which may occur as a kernel. We
hope to do this in a forthcoIl1ing paper.
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